Home-Coming Success

Our Second Annual Home-Coming Day, held November 7, was a very en-
joyable success to those that worked to put it over.

The boys lined up at six o'clock in the morning and traveled in a body
on the hauling of the Parade float. The parade began at ten-fifteen with the Paly boys im-
mediately following. The band as always, preceded the mil-
itary.

The American Legion furnished transportation for the boys and the
rifles.

Our new flag, presented by the Elks,
was very beautiful and took an
important position.

The parade was over at eleven-thirty and they arrived at the Christo-
church where they were given a very
warm welcome.

In the afternoon their uniforms were
placed in a set of rooms. Many at-
tended the foot-ball game held there
between King City and Paso Robles.
Paly had been made to stay over for the
evening dance but after the aero-
plane accident, which was to come in the form of rain, the boys returned
home.

Mrs. Crandall At Home

The "little mother of the campus"
was the first greeter of the year to
visit our girls. There was a hunt for
individuals, in which were found six
of the Paly olds which were received
by both the faculty and the girl.

Mrs. Crandall was at her best in entertain-
ing the girls and we hope to see more of the same.

There were some girls who came as much as the old Paly dots do,
but there were a few who come and the girls left with many ideas
for their day.

Assembly—November 4

The regular weekly assembly was held today and there were seats for
all the students. The band was prac-
ticed and school spirit was awakened by our capable
yeller leader.

Notice

Mr. Cunningham wishes to state that all those who have not purchased
their year book, shop book must do so right away. The books and other
are in the store and may be purchased immediately.

The penalty for not having either of the above-mentioned articles will be several win-
dows when the boys come in after school.

We practiced and school spirit
was awakened by our capable
yeller leader.

Our Guests

Miss Vivian Bouquer of New York,
visited the school on November 14.
She is a cousin to Miss Belle Tomaslnl.

Mrs. Anness Ford visited her son
Alphonse, on November 12.

Printing Posters

The Print Shop has completed an-
other big advertising job for the
school which is a record in one week's
work.

The Honor Roll

At our Assembly on November 4, the names of the students whose work
was a two or better for the week, was announced. The Honor Roll was
handed out.

The list is as follows: Jack Trebrock,
Joseph RoU, Tom Heford, Fred Wys-
ren, Lenx Brasil, Chester Davi-
son, Orson Duster, Shome Do-
ham Frederickson, Albert Hanke-
vien, Hans Hansen, Cich Hults,
Mary Hughes, Yose Huchtan, Evelyn
Howard Koster, Virginia Long,
Fred Louis, Rae Mayhall, Her-
bert Perry, Nancy Phillips, Robert
Hedrick, Emilie Willing, William
Boyd and Vernon Wade.

To Santa Barbara and Back

As members of the football team,
left the Normandy for Atascadero
mornmg en route to Santa Bar-
bora. Four cars, Mr. Cunningham
Chevrolet and John Mitchell's Ford
made the trip.

The trip was uneventful and we
arrived in the city of "boy cut
boys" a little after noon. Just as we
pulled up at Santa Barbara Mitchell's Ford was a flat tire. This was the
only trouble on the first lap of the
journey.

The first thing that we did upon
arriving was to eat lunch. Then we
averaged the whole county to the hotel
and presided over the Metropolis.
Chapman short seemed to be looking
for girls. Dodd Elliot took a bunch
of girls around until supper time. Thorn-
son, Lee and Hardmess went down
to the beach to watch the bathing beau-
ties while the rest of the bunch par-
ted up and down the main drag and ended the working girls a ride.

The other tenants in the hotel were
very inquisitive. They didn't seem
to know that the boys wanted to play
basket ball and down the halls in the
5:00 p.m., but fairly well gad-
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There are two places in school sports where sportsmanship should be exercised. First, in the rooting section, and second on the field of play.

In the rooting section there are severe violations of the rules which would not be condoned in any other section. To jeer at a player is to make a bad play in your own play. It is impossible to make a good play if you are not happy with your own play. To jeer at a player is to make a bad play, which is a very poor policy. To make a good deal of noise when the team is winning is another good example of sportsmanship. When the opposing team comes on the field give them a round of applause and quiet them down. If they happen to be having a great deal of trouble and are losing, then be on your best behavior. Too often the best of the games are won by the team that has the quiet demeanor. It is impossible for the team to win if they are not happy with their own play. If you are not happy with your own play, you are not going to win. If your team is winning, then you are happy with your own performance. If your team is losing, then you are not happy with your own performance. If you are not happy with your own performance, you are not going to win. The only way to win is to be happy with your own performance. If you are not happy with your own performance, you are not going to win.

On the whole, the Polytechnic Battalion made a very creditable showing at Paso Robles on Armistice Day, but a much better performance should have been made if some of the fellows had taken more interest in the game. It is very little more "snag" not to be out of place in our military organization.

The parade was too much for Will-Olson. He fainted a number of times while waiting in the line for his lunch, and was unable to attend school the next day.

A bunch of the Poly shies surely thought they were carrying off the show. Spindola, Horbo, Petit, and Pfeifer were among those who were unable to withstand the attraction of the small colony begun by the Pilgrim Fathers. They became so interested in their favorite out-door pastimes that they forgot to attend school the next day.

It is interesting to note that Jeep and Bartock are no longer rubbing shoulders for a certain San Luis High School Alumni. Jeep has dropped out of the run and is now directing his studies in his favorite out-door pastimes. He sure is learning the ways of the world fast.

Andy Miller must be on a diet; he hasn't been down to the dining hall for supper on Sunday night for six weeks.

Andy says the reason we didn't win the Dorm-Town football game was that we didn't have any Mackinlay to write downs.

L. Hourihan is a member of the Dorm company, he is living in the creamery.

Frank Quinones is back at school again. He is still carrying his arm in a sling but is not going to win any more.

Considerable excitement was heard amongst the Dorm boys when the Captain announced that their first call would be sounded at 015 Wednesday instead of the usual time.

Langenberg won't go any with girls while he is going to school. Every time he has to go back to school he is going to lose.

Some of the Dorm boys haven't got any of their childhood days yet. There were several of them looking at the dinner hall the other night trying to see how much more they could make.

Many of the Dorm football team are now living amongst the halls of the Dorm. They say that football is too hard on a fellow, especially without any practice.

Spindola: I am a woman hater. Young Lady (very indignantly): I won't speak to you any more. Spindola (down on his knees): Please don't let me hate you.

We meet you at the Stag Billiard Parlor. Ask Any Polyite.

**POLY CHATTER**

The girls' Physical Ed classes want to know how Arlova Schwartz is getting along. She couldn't even go to class the other day. It seems that there is some red lead missing from one of the paint mixers in front of the Print Shop.

On the whole, the Polytechnic Battalion made a very creditable showing at Paso Robles on Armistice Day, but a much better performance should have been made if some of the fellows had taken more interest in the game. It is very little more "snag" not to be out of place in our military organization.

The parade was too much for Will-Olson. He fainted a number of times while waiting in the line for his lunch, and was unable to attend school the next day.

A bunch of the Poly shies surely thought they were carrying off the show. Spindola, Horbo, Petit, and Pfeifer were among those who were unable to withstand the attraction of the Polytechnic Battalion. They became so interested in their favorite out-door pastimes that they forgot to attend school the next day.

It is interesting to note that Jeep and Bartock are no longer rubbing shoulders for a certain San Luis High School Alumni. Jeep has dropped out of the run and is now directing his studies in his favorite out-door pastimes. He sure is learning the ways of the world fast.
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L. Hourihan is a member of the Dorm company, he is living in the creamery.

Frank Quinones is back at school again. He is still carrying his arm in a sling but is not going to win any more.

Considerable excitement was heard amongst the Dorm boys when the Captain announced that their first call would be sounded at 015 Wednesday instead of the usual time.

Langenberg won't go any with girls while he is going to school. Every time he has to go back to school he is going to lose.

Some of the Dorm boys haven't got any of their childhood days yet. There were several of them looking at the dinner hall the other night trying to see how much more they could make.

Many of the Dorm football team are now living amongst the halls of the Dorm. They say that football is too hard on a fellow, especially without any practice.

Spindola: I am a woman hater. Young Lady (very indignantly): I won't speak to you any more. Spindola (down on his knees): Please don't let me hate you.
Paying cash for what one wants is a good way to break the habit of waiting so much.

Heidi (consulting cook book): Oh, my cake is burning and I can’t take it out for five minutes yet.

A cowboy is a sailor on horseback.

Grisa Holchkins: You are the sunshine of my life. You shine in my heart. Without you life would be a cloud.

Grace Sterling: Is this a proposal or a weather report?

Jack Pickard: Why are you strolling in the ‘Dark Ages’?

Bill Frederickson: Because there were so many knights in those days.

Lucile Sterling: No, but my sister is.

Wilbur Miller: And he was driven to his grave.

Horst Westendorf: Sure he was. Did you expect him to walk?

The taxi came to a sudden halt in the middle of a block.

“What’s the trouble?” called the driver.

I thought the young lady said, slowly answered the driver.

“Well, she wasn’t speaking to you.”

Can’t study in the fall.

Gotta play football.

Can’t study in the winter.

Gotta play baseball.

Can’t study in the summer.

Gotta girl.

Lucile Sterling: You have a terrible line.

Bill Law: Yah. Spalding used to pay me twenty-five a week to string fringes.

“It won’t be any longer,” said the monkey, as he bucked into the lawn mower and cut off six inches of his tail.

A cowboy is a sailor on horseback.

Lucy Martin: Why do you have that terrible habit of drinking?

Mervyn Heidt: In order to keep the habit of drinking.

Who ran through town with his trousers on fire?

Sugar Stuart.

A Home Bank for Home People

Mr. and Mrs.0. A. King.

The Modern Theatre is One of the World’s Greatest Institutions.
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Cor. Osos and Monterey
Poly-Santa Maria

Poly and Santa Maria met in their annual football game at Poly field on November 7. Santa Maria, after being beaten in one game so far this year, was out to keep that record while, on the other hand, Poly was out to average a 3-0 defeat of last year.

First Quarter

Poly kicked off to Santa Maria. Santa Maria returned the kick of 20 yards. They were held for three downs. They then kicked, Poly returning 18 yards on a series of runs by Captain Luntz and Gingg. Poly placed the ball on the 30 yard line where on the next play Gingg, with perfect interference, ran it into the end zone for the first score of the game.

Second Quarter

Poly was held for three downs and on the fourth White played kick the ball over for a gain. The rest of this quarter was some real action. After Poly had placed the ball on the 10 yard line they were held for downs and Santa Maria took the ball. They kicked from behind their own goal line. Poly kicked a kick and a Santa Maria man fell on the ball behind him on his own goal line giving Poly 5 more points as the half ended. The ball was possession of Santa Maria on her own forty yard line—score: Poly 12, Santa Maria 0.

Third Quarter

The second quarter started with Poly kicking off to Santa Maria. From here Poly had possession to the end of the quarter. The Santa Maria team had Poly on the go with a good pass and long passes and line burst, Santa Maria scored the first touchdown and converted. Poly kicked off to Santa Maria and the kick was broken by Santa Maria 20 yard pass and then carried the ball over for 2 yards and a touchdown. Their try for point was blocked. Poly kicked off with ball in Santa Maria's possession at the end of the first half.

The starting line up went in at the beginning of the second half Poly received and the ball stayed in the middle of the field for the rest of the game. Santa Maria and Poly were both unable to score during the rest of the game and the game ended with a final score of 6-6.

Both sides had a number of injuries sustained to put in to new men. Zanoli and Gingg were put in the second quarter with a scoring in the Stanford C. C. Football game. Mona and Ford were giving the ball to the second half. Lee had a bad ankle in the fourth quarter and was taken out.

The school had a long pass to Harper and Gingg received minor injuries but are all right now. The starting lineup for the game was:

Poly: E; Lumley L. H; Zanoli R. H; White

Rae: L; K; Hughston L.T; Hankenson L. G; Young C; Bardmess E; Griffiths L. C; N.. L.; M.

Fourth Quarter

This quarter started with Santa Maria in possession of the ball on her own 40 yard line. She then started her passing attack but Poly broke them down for the rest of the game. Santa Maria finally completed some of her passes and advanced the ball to mid field where Poly held them and then took a long pass to gain and she tried some passing. One of these passes was completed and * for her second and final touch down. They failed to convert and Santa Maria kicked to Poly who with 5 minutes to go started a rally and as the 4 gun sounded, placed the ball on Santa Maria's 20 yard line for the final score—Poly 12, Santa Maria 10.

PLAY THE GAME!

When your team is not holding the ball, you can:

Play the game!

If you do not intend to put the ball in play, play the game!

If your team is holding the ball, you may:

Play the game, too.

If the ball is in the air, you may:

Play the game as if.

Play the game!

Santa Barbara Defeats Poly

Poly went down to defeat last Saturday at the hands of the Santa Barbara Teachers' College. Santa Barbara took the lead and with a final score of 6-6, Poly played a dandy game and showed up very well against the Teachers.

The game was played in the Pleasant Valley stadium with its turf field which we set up against. This interfered with our playing as we have been used only to a cloved field.

Poly kicked off in the first quarter with Santa Barbara receiving. Santa Barbara tried line play. When Poly held and took the ball down the field to within scoring distance on wide end plays Poly passed but was unable to complete. Santa Barbara put on a strong rush and forced Poly to kick.

Poly kicked off in the second quarter with Santa Barbara receiving. Santa Barbara had a strong play on first down and forced Poly back. Poly went to line play and Santa Maria took the ball. They overlaid for 8 points. The rest of the quarter Poly was held for three downs. Santa Maria returned the kick of 20 yards. Poly was out to keep that record while, on the other hand, Poly seemed to be the things that were considered the best bet. None of these kicks complete however and the game ended with neither team within scoring distance.

The final score was 7-0 in favor of the town. The conversion after score was made by a very clever end run from place kick formation.

Poly-Santa Maria

When the ball Inches nearer your goal.

If mischance against you combine.

May he less or be more;

Play the game!

Play the game!

Play the game!

The Dormitory-Town Game

The Dormitory and Town companies met in their annual inter-company football game November 9. Considerable interest was displayed as to the merits of the two teams and strong support was given to both aggregations.

The Dormitory kicked off and the town gang took the ball for several yards before they were held for downs and was forced to kick. From there on it was anyone's game back and forth across the length of the field with both teams threatening but neither able to score. The game seemed to go in the hands of the town company toward the latter part. They played the offensive for the most part.

At times when the Dorm burst was crowded they held like rock and saved many a score. However this could not last. Toward the latter part of the game the Poly fans went over guard twenty yards to a touchdown.

In the last part of the game when Poly was playing was inflicted in both teams. Long passes seemed to be the things that were considered the best bet. None of these kicks complete however and the game ended with neither team within scoring distance.

The final score was 7-0 in favor of the town. The conversion after score was made by a very clever end run from place kick formation.

Unable To Get Bleachers

Efforts to obtain bleachers for the football field failed on account of lack of funds. It had been planned to have new bleachers for Homecoming Day, but very unfortunately the students will have to wait until next year for them.

Alfred: At the party I thought your costume was ripping.

Rae: Well, if you were a gentleman you would have told me so.
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A NEW STORE
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